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INFORM



What is Intellectual Property? 

Intellectual Property (IP)= creation of the mind
 inventions
 literary and artistic works
 symbols, names, images, and designs

United States Constitution, Article 1, Section 8: 
Allows Congress to “promote the progress of science and useful 

arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the 
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.”



Copyright   ©

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example- the newspaper owns the expression of the news in an article but not the underlying facts themselves



Who owns the copyright?

Bound by the terms of agreement
 ‘Work for hire’ = employer-owned
 If not explicit, then = creator-owned

“created on your own” 
 Not in scope of employment
 Not with an employee
 No Substantial Use of University resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most universities object to doing “work for hire” because giving a sponsor ownership of the copyrightable materials that result can keep our researchers from publishing their results;  also, doing work for hire starts to make us look more like for-profit organizations and can therefore jeopardize our tax-exempt status



word, phrase, symbol, or design
source of goods in the marketplace

Trademarks

Natuculture
in Science Magazine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wham-O holds two registered color trademarks for its water slides. The primary registration is Reg. 1,432,069 (the mark is the single color Yellow applied to the entire surface of the water slide). The other registration is Reg. 2,924,744 (the mark consists of the color yellow applied to the entire horizontal surface of water slides and the color blue applied to the entire surface of the bumpers for the water slides).��The jury found ToyQuest liable for willful infringement, intentional false advertising, and willful dilution of Wham-O’s trademark yellow water slides and awarded Wham-O $6 million in damages. 



What is a trade secret?
Information having economic value from NOT being publicly known

 formula, pattern, compilation, device, method, technique, recipe, 
customer list, process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TS = Information deriving independent economic value from not being generally known or readily ascertainableIn 2004 McDonald's acknowledged that they had lost the recipe for the Big Mac special sauce. As it turns out, McDonald's changed the original special sauce recipe to cut costs and lost the original. When a returning exec wanted to return to the original special sauce, no one could find the recipe. The exec remembered the name of the California company that supplied the sauce 36 years ago. They still had the sauce in their record books, and McDonald's was able to recover the recipe.In May 2006, a Coke employee and two others were charged with stealing and trying to sell guarded Coke secrets to Pepsi. Pepsi notified Coke of the breach and the FBI was called in.Up until May 2008, the inner workings of Google's data center operations were shrouded in secrecy. But then Google's Jeff Dean shed some light on parts of the operation to an overflowing crowd at a Google I/O conference. Google didn't reveal exactly how many servers it has, but estimates are easily in the hundreds of thousands. It did reveal that it uses more-or-less ordinary servers -- processors, hard drives, memory�����



 Can last forever
 No requirement to share

 Only valuable to the extent it is kept secret




Is a trade secret consistent with a university mission?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Philosophical question– are trade secrets consistent with University stated goal of disseminating information freely?



What is a Patent?
A contract between the patent holder 
and the government

 inventor provides a detailed disclosure 
of the “invention”

 Patent holder receives ~20 years to
exclude others from
 making
 using
 offering for sale
 selling
 importing
the claimed invention

 US patent rights stop at US border

Presenter Notes
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UsefulSpecific, substantial and credible utilityNovel with respect to prior artNot known or used in this country  (in March 2013 this will be anywhere in the world)Not sold or offered for sale Not described in a printed publication anywhere in the worldNon-Obvious with respect to prior artTo one skilled in the art, based on what was known at the time the application was filed



Drafting a patent application 
Support full claim scope



▶Invention
• Utility = process, machine, manufactures, composition of matter or improvements

• Design = ornamental (what does something LOOK like?)

• Plant = asexually reproduced new plant species

 Useful

 Novel

 Non-Obvious

▶Application
 Written-description

 Enabled

 Best Mode

▶Money 
 $10,000 - $75,000 (usually $20-$40K)

U.S. PP7197
U. Minnesota
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File PRV

File U.S. Utility Application
Initial Foreign Filing (PCT)

18 months

National Phase
Foreign Filing

(Optional-$$$)

//

BEGIN 
US patent 

prosecution

3-28 months after UTL filing

Publication
of application

1st – Restriction requirement
2nd- Non-Final Office Action
3rd- Final Office Action
Repeat 2 & 3

18 months
12 months 5-66 months after UTL filing

//

12

3rd party reference blocks patent!

X

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a general timeline for US patent prosecution, with some notes regarding foreign patent protection.  (Go through slide then…. So, how do we get to a PRV?)



Should you search for 3rd party art? 
YES! As well as you can
Scientific literature
 GoogleScholar
 ISI Web of Science
 Proquest- theses + dissertations

Federally funded projects
 projectreporter.NIH.gov 
 NSF.gov/awardsearch
 DODgrantawards.dtic.mil/grants/#/home 
 pamspublic.science.ENERGY.gov
 www.sbir.gov/sbirsearch/award/all

National/regional meetings
 Posters, abstracts (lunches, dinners and/or zoom meetings!)

Patents- applications and issued patents
 GooglePatents

 ScienceDirect
 Review articles
 Bibliographies
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Patents are Business Tools
Drafting a patent application

= protect commercial embodiments



Who is an inventor?

Different than authorship
 listed order has no legal significance
 not a ‘set of hands’

Contribute to conception of the operative claimed 
invention
 Do not have to work in the same place or at the same time
 Do not have to make an equal contribution 
 Do not have to contribute to every patent claim
 One dependent claim, even one fraction of one dependent claim

Time (years)



What market need is addressed?

Is invention better than current product/service?
Is invention easily adopted?
What are competing price points?

What is the size of the market? 
Is there an established customer base?

How long will the invention be relevant?
Time to…Get a patent? Find a partner? Get to market?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you can answer positively for more than two of the above, you may have a profitable inventionSuccess stories – Kinetic Concept paid WFU $268 M in three years of license for a line of vacuum-assisted wound closure devices used to treat chronic and large woundsLycos (first web crawler) brought CMU over $40MCohen Boyer patent (recombinant DNA) brought Stanford + UC system over $200 M, launched 2,442 new products, licensed to 468 companies



NIH = Is the project original and Innovative?
NSF = Targeting transformative research

Knowing the field well leads to:
Stronger proposal/patent application
 Distinguish this work from others
 Learn what is going on in companies (18 months ago)
 Have you already been scooped?
 Identify additional aspects to research/claim

Identify other players
 Potential licensees/competitors

Identify dominating work
 Can you practice the invention?
 Does your work fill a gap in someone else’s?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Research can be innovative, fundable, publishable, and still NOT be patentable or commercializable



When is a patent/application valuable?
Some value every step in the process
Provisional Patent Application
 Freedom to talk to prospective parties
Vote of confidence from university (some expense)

Utility Patent Application
 Typically published (and therefore searchable)
Bigger vote of confidence from university (more expensive)
VC diligence = “people count better than they read”

Issued U.S. Patent
 Pro- scope of patent protection is clear
Con- scope of patent protection is clear

Patent Families (and picket fences)
 Platform technologies true sweet spot
 Strongest position = issued US patent + pending child

(novelty    AND   opportunity)



Consider a dominating patent
‘Freedom to Operate’

Your patent claim
A method for decreasing the number, duration, frequency, or 

intensity of gout flares comprising administering venlafaxine
to a patient in need thereof.

Your invention is novel and non-obvious- you can get a patent!

Prior art patent claim:
 A compound of formula:

Uh oh! This is venlavaxine!

Your invention cannot be practiced without infringing earlier valid patent claim.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Enforcing a patent is difficult and expensive�	Average patent litigation costs = $5 M and $15 M



Invention

Disclosure

Assessment

ProtectionMarketing

Licensing

Financial 
Return



Consider your contacts from regional/national 
meetings 
Consider your prior art search

(Journals + patents + federal awards)

What companies are active in your space?
oWho are effective points of contact in those companies?

oLarge companies may not be nimble or willing to scale up benchtop 
research

oWhat is your pitch? Why should the company be interested in 
your tech?

Finding a commercial partner
Researchers as prospectors/sales people



Consider relevant University policies
• IP policy
• COI Policy 

• “COI and Commitment in Research”
• “Public Health Funded Research & Cooperative Agreements”

Consider your business needs
• Do you need to license university IP?
• Do you need to use university facilities?
• Do you need a business mentor?
• Do you need money?

Creating a commercial partner
Researchers as entrepreneurs



NSF I-Corps (regional or national) 
• customer discovery, market validation & value proposition
• gain insight into starting a business or industry 

requirements/challenges
Campus + Community entrepreneurship programs 

Small Business (Technology) Development Centers



Small biz develop/commercialize innovative solutions to 
agency/public need with significant market potential
Small biz is the awardee

• for-profit, 51% owned by individuals, under 500 employees
• 50% of awards go to biz of less than 10 people

 Federal Agencies with R&D 
budgets>$100M

 1 in 9 SBIR funded companies 
attract equity financing



STTR/SBIR Funding
3 Phase program

***TALK to program officers– some agencies require it. ALL recommend it.



Facilitates cooperative R&D between small biz and research 
institutions

University spin-out “friendly” mechanism
 PI can be majority employed by University (but not 100%)

Small business is the awardee
 University = up to 60% of work; Small Biz = at least 40%



Creating a commercial partner
Look everywhere for funding

NC Biotechnology Center



INSPIRE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Inspire (message: WHO has done it that looks just like you (audience) WHO part ) Your journey as a person and into the inventionRelating to the audience your experience and the questions that they might be asking themselves.E,g below and the challenges you faced.Defining the problem Coming up with solutionsDevelopmentTestingGoing to Market



INFLUENCE



• Questions
• How many times did it take getting it wrong to get it right?
• If I am a first time Inventor, where can I get help?
• Were you scared to share your ideas incase others might 

take them?



Influence

The Inventor 
Mindset

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Explain the steps – all hidden behind in transition/ animation
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